On-Demand Reports
What are on-demand reports?
UDSmr provides interactive, online reports to all UDS-PRO® System subscribers. Housed within the
UDS Central™ website, these unique reporting tools are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
providing you access to on-demand reports that you can use to analyze your facility’s performance any
time from anywhere.
Why use on-demand reports?
By using UDSmr’s on-demand reports to analyze past
and present performance, your facility can identify its
program’s strengths and areas for improvement. These
reports can also help your facility determine whether
changes to admission policies, staff training efforts, and
other practices have resulted in improved performance.
Additionally, your facility can use the reports to
analyze data at the RIC, CMG, and patient levels to
determine whether specific populations or individual
patients are impacting your facility’s performance.
What kinds of reports are available?
UDSmr offers seven main on-demand reports but
limitless ways to view your data. Outcome reports
benchmark your facility’s against comparison groups,
while demographic reports allow you to examine
demographic influences on your outcomes. Trending
reports provide monthly, quarterly, and yearly
trending data and graphs for your choice of two
outcome measures at once. The Cases with Special
Characteristics Report provides benchmarks on the
percentages of early transfers, short stays, expired
cases, and interrupted stays. The Percentage of Cases
by Comorbidity Tier report provides benchmarks
related to the 10 comorbid conditions entered for
cases. The Rehab Metrics Report is a comprehensive report that merges the most popular sections
of the aforementioned reports into one easy-to-access, multi-page report. Finally, coding and clinical
reports allow your facility to identify rating issues associated with function modifiers, FIM® items, and
impairment/etiologic diagnosis combinations.
Each major report can be customized to your facility’s needs. You can select variables such as total
discharge FIM® rating, FIM® change, LOS, and case-mix index. You can also select specific time periods
(including rolling 12-month fiscal years), impairments, and demographic information to further refine your
report. You can even drill down through the report at the RIC, CMG, or patient level and compare your
facility’s data to the state, the region, the nation, or other facilities within your corporation.
Other features
In addition to the limitless reporting options, UDSmr’s on-demand reports offer a variety of export
formats, including PDF, CSV, and XLS. Our “saved reports” option allows users at your facility to save
frequently run reports and their parameters to a single location for quick access during future sessions.
Finally, our on-demand database is updated every week with new data, ensuring the highest quality and
standards in benchmark reporting.
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Additional information
For more information on UDSmr’s on-demand reports, contact Maggie DiVita, Analytical Services Group
Supervisor, at 716-817-7864 or mdivita@udsmr.org.
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